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Abstract: The importance of industry 4.0 is increasing continuously in the apparel sector. The evolution in manufacturing with 

implementation of the new modes of production nowadays is widely known. The benefits that come from each new development in the digital 

information technology has to be fasten embraced. The main advantage is the improvements of the supply chain efficiency.  The innovation 

based on the industry 4.0 allow companies to optimize their actual production systems and enhance more efficient processes. Smart 

manufacturing can help the apparel industry more specifically by making the concept of affordable mass customization in reality.  

This paper helps us understand how industry 4.0 affects manufacturers in the apparel industry. We are going to illustrate this through a case 

study in a garment factory. There are several ways of advanced digital technologies that can assure high efficiency in the production. The 

actual production process is batch flow and the company is implementing a new tool which is RFId (Radio-frequency identification or 

radiofrequency identification) technology. Connected an RFId Tag to a part of the product to be tracked, each piece can be monitored in 

real time, having all the location and traceability information and machine data in real time piece by piece. Items and products can be 

monitored as they move through the factory allowing for quick and automatic identification without errors. This allow to maximize the use of 

production resources and correctly optimize stocks of raw materials. 
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1. Introduction 

These last decades many studies have been made in Operational 

management and international business about international location 

choices. There are many researches focused on the motivations of 

the offshoring phenomena. According to Dunning categories the 

main drivers of the offshoring are: 

a) Efficiency-seeking motivations. The company goes to 

produce in a different country to take advantages of costs. Access to 

low cost production.  

b) Resource-seeking motivations. When a firm wants to have 

access in resources not available in their country. Access to 

resource and knowledge 

c) Market-seeking motivations. The company goes to 

penetrate in new markets. Exploitation of market opportunities. 

Different researchers have analysed other motivations of the 

offshore firms. They are focused on considering the developing 

countries as a geography motivation of the offshoring. This is the 

case of Albania chosen as a destination of the offshore production. 

Subsequently, this might have some risks and challenges like 

exchange rate variations, governmental pressures, quality issues, 

and offshoring costs [1]. Also the implementation of industry 4.0, 

the effects of covid and changes in cost advantages in some foreign 

markets have influenced the decisions of offshoring. Some firms 

choose near countries to them due to transportation cost and deliver 

time. 

Considering this context the research questions of the study are: 

a) Which are the difference in efficiency term between three 

methods of production processes Continuous flow, batch flow and 

RFId technology? 

b) How can digital information technology affect the work 

flow improvement? 

2.  Literature review 

The production process is one of the success factors of the 

business. The continuous flow process involves moving one work 

unit at a time between each step of the process — with no breaks in 

time, sequence, substance, or extent. Continuous flow saves time, 

energy, and costs and when implemented correctly, it can: 

• Reduce waste 

• Save money by reducing inventory and transportation costs 

• Increase productivity by completing more units in less time 

• Improve quality by making it easier to spot and correct errors 

• Cut down on overhead via increased stability and reduced lead 

times 

• Adapt to customer needs more effectively compared to batch 

process 

• Increases productivity 

Batch flow is one of the essential and successful production 

processes. Based on this process, a manufacturer can produce 

multiple products simultaneously. 

Batch processing implies the processing of bulk material in 

groups. In this process, subsequent batches should wait until the 

current batch moves to the next work place. The most important 

advantage of batch production is the lower initial setup cost. It’s 

considered easier and cheaper to implement a batch processing 

equipment. Batch processing also allows you to set up each process 

uniquely. The batch processing goes much slower, this is the reason 

that the overall cost of processing goes up. Starting up and using 

batch equipment can also increase energy consumption and increase 

the quality discrepancy between batches. This can lead to lost 

production and compromised quality if the batch process isn’t 

monitored closely. 

Advantages of Batch flow process are several such as: the 

reduction of initial set up costs, implementation of equipment 

relating the batch processing system in an easy and cheap way, set 

up each process separately, it increases flexibility to produce 

different types of products. The batch process is suitable for 

garment and seasonal products manufacturing industries. By 

adopting this process a garment factory can manufacture different 

color, different sized clothes.  

Batch flow has also Disadvantages. It is not a suitable process 

for all types of industries. Its processing cost is high. Equipment 

used in the batch process requires more space. Additional laborers 

are required to move the products from one place to another. With 

the flexibility of the batch process, the textile industry can 

immediately attain the demands of the client. 

The revolution of Industry 4.0 in the production processes has 

proven to be very advantageous in the technology and the 

improvements made to supply chain efficiency, Industry 4.0 allows 

companies to optimize their existing systems and grow to create 

more efficient processes. Some of the many benefits of Industry 4.0 

include: 

1. Scalability  

2. Security 

3. Control and Visibility  

4. Customization 

5. Customer Satisfaction 

Among various retrofit technologies, Radio frequency identification 

(RFID) [2] has been one of the most promising technological 

innovations of the last decades in the industrial and manufacturing 

fields. This technology represents one of the main pillars of IOT. It 

has been widely implemented all over the world and its impact on 
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our daily life is very diverse and massive. Despite the numerous 

benefits claimed, several barriers, like costs, lack of understanding, 

technical and privacy issues, have limited its penetration within the 

Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) [3, 4]. In particular, for 

SMEs, there are still many enabling factors that can contribute to its 

diffusion and application. Those diverse applications include 

logistical tracking, monitoring and maintenance of products, 

product safety and information, payment process [5].  

Radio frequency identification, known also as RFID, refers to a 

technology to automatically identify and track tags attached to 

objects. A RFID system is generally constituted by a tag (or label) 

and a reader. RFID tags or labels are embedded with a transmitter 

and a receiver. The RFID component on the tags have two parts: a 

microchip that stores and processes information, and an antenna to 

receive and transmit a signal. RFID is similar to barcoding in that 

data from a tag or label are captured by a device that stores the data 

in a database. RFID, however, has several advantages over systems 

that use barcode asset tracking software. The most notable is that 

RFID tag data can be read outside the line-of-sight, whereas 

barcodes must be aligned with an optical scanner. There are three 

types of RFID tags: active, semi-passive and passive RFID. Active 

and semi-passive RFID tags use internal batteries to power their 

circuits. An active tag also uses its battery to broadcast radio waves 

to a reader, whereas a semi-passive tag relies on the reader to 

supply its power for broadcasting. Because these tags contain more 

hardware than passive RFID tags, they are more expensive [6].  

3.  Methodology 

In this section, the case of study of an industrial company is 

presented. The main information about the production processes 

and the related technological diagrams are summarized. The case 

study regards the prospective of an implementation of RFid 

technology in a garment factory.  

In the framework of continuous improvement and increase of 

efficiency in production lines, the department of industrial 

engineers applied the alternative method of batchflow. The next 

step is to integrate an RFID solution into the manufacturing system. 

It is hoped that the RFID solution will allow the factory to view the 

process in greater detail in terms of job and equipment location in 

real time. The real time manufacturing system will provide a 

transparent view of the process to Pre-prep, production and 

operation control. This electronic view will allow each department 

to have up to date process information with no need to ask the other 

department, thus greatly reducing the requirement for personnel 

interaction. Personnel interaction is a major fluctuating unknown, 

which can be very wasteful. The real time view will also build a 

history database of the information gathered, as well as having the 

ability to hold any additional notes the operators may want to add 

[7].  

To test and analyze the functionality of this method, was initially 

selected Line No.1. This line was selected because it is composed 

by workers with considerable experience in sewing, and have 

produced products of a high difficulty. Several factors, which have 

direct impact on the method, have to be analyzed before applying 

batch flow method like sewing operations tab, machine layout, 

Supply of line with warehouse accessories, line supply from 

previous phase, and coordination of previous departments. 

4.1   The results of the batch flow implementation  

The steps followed for the application : 

o The head of line and all the other persons related to the 

production were informed about the application and operation 

of the new method; 

o The layout and the sewing operation tab were assessed ; 

o The Stickers were created and printed in quantities according 

to the order 

o 37 large baskets and 5 small baskets were brought to the line 

(for small product parts and labels), and a report was created 

for the delivery of the baskets by the head of line. 

o Work flow was organized in baskets with a certain number of 

pieces; 

o A special inbound work register was created, as well as an 

interconnected work register. 

o Communication was maintained with the preparatory 

departments for the problems encountered such as: lack of 

leaks from the cutter, which caused delays in production and 

increase of operations, insufficient supply of the line with work 

from the sublimation ward, which caused blockage and 

irregular work flow; 

o It was ensured that the work brought to the line from the above 

mentioned departments, to be coordinated, as from the non-

coordination problems arose such as: non-compliance of the 

measures with the parts received from the serigraphy and 

transfers. This made impossible to finish the entire product 

causing blockage as well. 

The start of the application of the method with baskets in line no. 1 

was made on May 19, where the first batch of work was released on 

May 21. 

 

 

 

 
 
Fig. 1: Productivity May 2021, June 2021. Line results before and after 

applying the batch flow method 

 

As we can see in the graphic presentation, during these days there 

has been a decrease in the productivity of the line as we lost a lot of 

time arranging each worker, so that the basket passed to the next 

employee only after finishing all the basket and arranging the line 

so that you do not have work blockages. The line with moving 

machineries and workers was arranged.  

Problems were encountered with the preparatory wards stamp-

transfer, where the problem was the lack of coordination of work in 

these two wards which were then followed in line. 
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4.2 Benefits and Difficulties from the implementation 

of batch flow method  

1. Difficulty in perception of the method. This difficulty has been 

encountered both by the employees and by other persons, who at the 

beginning thought that it would be without result and obstacle for 

the line. Some employees have really had this difficulty from 

encountering this way of functioning for the first time, but some of 

them also from the desire not to accept it as a method and to make it 

not work. In the beginning, the method was not followed properly, 

and there were cases when they returned to the previous operation. 

2. Loss of adhesives (stickers) by employees 

3. Mark the quantities on the printed adhesives with a pen 

4. Lack of bins for applying the method 

5. Lack of accessories (badge, cartons) for the bin identification 

number 

Benefits  

Accurate identification of inconveniences from the beginning 

More regular lines also aesthetically 

Improvement of productivity 

Quantities produced and declared correctly by employees 

Reduction of repayment in production lines 

An easy control and management of lines 

Valuation based on real quantities for employees 

Accuracy in products that have different color. 

Tracking progress line and identifying quantity location for each 

hour 

Reduction of inefficiency in production lines. 

5.  Conclusions 

Continuous Flow vs. Batch Processing. Overall, the biggest 

difference between continuous flow and batch processing in 

manufacturing is how many products go through the process 

together. In batch processing, because entire batches are processed 

at once, it’s harder to have good quality control. Often, defects are 

not caught until the entire batch has been completed. Continuous 

flow processing makes finding defects and fixing them easier. 

Because one product is completed at a time, checking the first 

product and then adjusting the process if needed allows for defects 

to be easily prevented. Both processes have their advantages and 

disadvantages. However, because of the decreased cost, increased 

quality, and increased productivity, continuous flow is usually the 

better choice in most applications. 

To summarize, batch flow is a system that works best for 

manufacturing and assembly line processes. It utilizes the concept 

of ―batch size‖ to make an entire group of units move through 

production at once to minimize costs by reducing inventory levels 

(which require more space) and avoiding setup times between steps. 

Continuous flow systems are also popular because they provide 

better customer service, allowing faster response times during peak 

periods, reduce labor requirements on each step of the process, and 

keep up with changes in demand or product design without 

disrupting operations. 

It is often said in the automation industry that to control, you 

must first measure. Radio frequency identification (RFID) is a non-

contact, long distance, water proof, high temperature resistant, data 

storage, automatic identification system. These attributes make 

RFID the ideal solution for tracking and measuring the flow of 

physical items throughout a plant. The RFID system comprises of 

an integrated collection of components, the tag, the reader, the 

reader antenna, a controller, a sensor, actuator and annunciator 

(optional), host and software system and communication 

infrastructure [7].  

RFID systems are becoming more and more embedded in the 

supply chain. Tracking goods in the work place has been identified 

as one area where production can be improved. RFID technology 

can be used in different manufacturing scenarios such as being 

attached to items that are moving through the factory on conveyer 

belts or being moved around by staff on trucks or forklifts. As the 

tags move around the factory floor or the warehouse they pass by 

readers and the tags can be then tracked using intelligent software 

and database application. In modern manufacturing facilities, there 

are work flow process systems that can be improved to reduce the 

overall work load and increase the total work throughput. This 

project initially assessed a manufacturing plants work flow 

processes and evaluated them against industry best practices [8]. 

RFID was identified as a technology which could help stream line 

the flow of work on the factory floor. RFID is becoming a 

technology that more and more label purchasers are requesting to 

fulfil their own manufacturing processes. Having this technology 

already in companies’ portfolio allows them to be proactive in 

selling the technology in the market place and not be driven to it by 

customers who could go elsewhere in this competitive market 

space. 
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